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my history
I grew up with my mom, stepdad, sister,

and three stepbrothers. I graduated from

high schoolin 1986. During my high

school years, I was active in wrestling,

football, and basketball. ln 1985, I went

to the State Championships for wrestling

and placed 3rd. The picture of me with

my trophy is still hanging up in my high

school, where my nephew will be going

to school next year. ln football, I played

the position of running back. Basketball

was always my favorite sport and still is
(Go Lakers!). I enjoyed playing the game.

My favorite position was guard, because

I was good at it.

After high school, I joined the Army

where I spent the next three years

living in Germany as a Communications

Specialist. I was fortunate to be enlisted

during peacetime. I was also fortunate

enough to be in Berlin when the wall

came tumbling down. I brought a rock

from the Berlin wall home to my mom,

which she still has. While living in Europe,

I was able to do some traveling. The

Netherlands was my favorite place

because of the breathtaking scenery. I will

never forget my time there because of
the beauty.

the accident
After leaving the Army, I used my G.l.

Bill to enroll in community college. My

focus was business management. After

completing my first year of college, I was

in a devastating car accident that sent

me to the hospital in need of surgery.

After my surgery, I had multiple strokes

and ended up in a coma. When I woke

up, I was completely paralyzed. I was in

a skilled nursing facility for the next three

years. After three years, I was able to

move back to my parents' house. This

was nice because I could interact with

my family on a daily basis, which meant

a lot to me.
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Communication post-accident

During my time at the skilled nursing

facility, I was introduced to both low-

tech and high-tech augmentative and

alternative communication (AAC) devices.

I learned how to use a chart compiled of
letters to help me communicate. I have

been using the same chart reliably for

the last 16 years. ln the beginning, I also

used the KENX system, which was a head

switch attached to a computer for row-

column scan typing. The system had voice

output, which I could take or leave. After

a short time, that system became too

slow for me and using the chart became

the fastest way for me to communicate.

Talking for me is spontaneous and

the KENX system did not allow for

spontaneity. I think the eye chart is much

more convenient because I don't have to
stay stationary attending to a computer.

To date, the chart is still the fastest way

for me to communicate for two reasons.

First, my communication partner is faster

than a device at getting my message out.

Second, the set up time for most devices

is strenuously

time consuming

and the user is confined or limited in

the conversation.

I feel that using the chart with a partner is

much more natural than using a device.

Some people feel that using the chart

to communicate with me is hard, but

l've known people who pick it up in a

matter of hours. Over the years, I have

learned quite a bit about what it takes

for people to communicate with me. My

communication partner must be patient,

understanding, quick, and thorough. They

must speak clearly, with good volume,

and enunciate. I have come to realize

that the one thing that sets a good

communication partner, and caregiver,

apart from everyone else is their heart;

that they can empathize and understand

my situation. ln addition, when l'm

using the chart to communicate, I need

someone who uses logic, pays attention,
has a good memory, and doesn't make

me feel like l'm just a client and they're
just here for the money (see Figure 2).

There are pros and cons to using the

chart to communicate. One downside is

that my communication partner always

carries the load. They have to work

with me to understand me and that can

be long and tiring. Howevet when my

communication partners get to know me

and my vocabulary they will guess the

words that I want to say which speeds

things up. Most of my caregivers are

familiar with what I want to say so they
rarely guess the wrong words. lf they do
guess the wrong word, I just look down,

which is my signal for the wrong word.

lf I want to initiate a conversation,

l'm lucky enough to be able

to make noise to get my

caregivers attention.

lf I could speak or type my own messages

in a timely manner, there would be one

less step in the communication process.

It's even more work when there is a third
party involved who does not know my way

of communicating. During these times,

my caregiver also serves as my translator.

Having a good communication partner is

essential for me because I interact with

society every day. l'm always keeping up

with old friends and family on Facebook.

I communicate, using the chart, to my

caregiver what I want to post and she

types out my messages for me. I tend

to use the same caregiver for personal

correspondences. I also enjoy going out

on the weekends with my caregiver/friend

Mark. We go out and support local bands,

including Mark's band. I enjoy writing

long emails to my friends and family who

don't live close enough to visit me. Again,

I do this activity with my caregiver.

Ultimately, what I feel most people in

my position want out of the field of
AAC is the ability to communicate with
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people using a system thatt quick,

convenient, easy to understand, and

reliable.

revisiting clinic
After 15 years, I thought it would be a

good idea to reconnect with my speech-

language pathologist to see what AAC
options exist these days for people like

me. ln the past year since we started
working together again, we've tried at

least four different devices for writing
and social networking. So fat I like EZ

Keys the best. I prefer it because it allows

me to type my own messages, granted

I trade speed for independence. I use

an Ablenet Specs switch on a universal

switch mount near my right jaw. I can

move my head a small amount to hit the

switch. I use EZ Keys as a row-column

scanning system on a Words+ Freedom

2000 speech device. Not everyone with

locked-in syndrome has the ability to
move as much as I do, which is what

makes a switch more practical for me.

I have tried a few eye tracking devices,

but I don't like having to look at a screen

between me and my communication
partner. And it's much slower than the
alphabet chart. Right now, I am not
interested in all the other functions that
the eye tracking devices would give me

because it's just too hard for me to use.

display of letters is flashed on a computer
screen in front of me. My brain activity

changes when I see my chosen letter on

the screen. Letters are chosen to spell

words, Currently, I am one of two end

users and I get to try out the changes

in the BCI computer. I collaborate with

the team to develop the system into
something usable for the public. This
process will likely take years.

It is fascinating to watch development
of the BCI system from the ideas to the
implementation. I think
it must be frustrating
because the team

is working from the

ground up. I look
forward to a time when

the BCI computer is on

the market for people

with disabilities.

Throughout this

research project, I have

had the opportunity
to assist the team in

understanding things
from a usert standpoint
It has shaped my

concept ofwhat I think
would be most helpful,
not only for me; but for
others who are locked-
in. This has been, and continues to be, a

wonderful experience for me.

what I want from bci
At the very least, I am hoping that a

BCI system will help me with written

communication. I want to be able to
express myself without the help of others

at all times. lf the system were able to
predict text based on how my sentences

are formed, that would be helpful. I

want to be able to write emails and

use Facebook independently. I would

also like to be able to turn the pages

on a book. For people like me who are

completely locked-in, it would also be

nice to be able to control simple things in
my environment like my wheelchair and

the lift on my van. I would like to turn on

lights, the thermostat, the radio, and my

television. As I work more with the BCI

system, I feel that it has the potential to
do an unlimited amount of things in the

future. This is amazing research and I

feel very privileged to be a part of it. This

sort of experimenting will lead to great

things and drastically change the lives of
the disabled in ways that many people

never thought would be possible. A BCI

has the potential to control a lot, but a

person who is locked-in will always need

to be interdependent. I can see a BCI

system being added to the equation, but
ultimately I will still need my caregivers.

So fat with all the testing l've done with

the BCI team, I feel like my needs for
AAC have been met by having a good
switch and an appropriate mount for the

laptop. However, if I were to go out in
public with those things, that would be a

major hassle because the laptop mount
is too bulky. Perhaps there are other
mounts that would be more practical

for public use. The most reliable and

accurate switch, a more flexible yet

sturdy mount, and the screen being at

eye level are all very important. I am
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Words cannot express
how much I enjoy
being included in
life changing
project. Being a part
of this team has
enriched my life in
so many ways.

th is
a rchrese

brain computer
interface
I was recently introduced to a brain-

computer interface (BCl) system, which

is under development, The research,

funded by a grant from the National

lnstitutes of Health (NlH), is developing a

noninvasive brai n-computer interface.

The research team comes to my home

weekly to try the system and work out the
kinks with me. lt takes me hours to get

ready and get to my appointments, so

home visits are a real help to me. During

visits, I wear a fitted cap (like a shower

cap) with electrodes on it (see cover). A
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concerned about creating a barrier

between myself and who I am speaking

with. lf there was a way to use a screen

about the size of a touch pad (not too
big, not too small), then that would be

better as far as size goes.

recommendations for
clin icia ns
I think the best therapist is one who has

empathy and understands your unique

situation. And you need to know your

equipment if you are going to show it
to me. I have an opinion on all the AAC

devices that I tried, and my opinion is not

good if the equipment doesn't work on

the first try!

conclusion
Words cannot express how much I enjoy

being included in this life changing

research project. Being a part of this

team has enriched my life in so many

ways. Participating in the BCI study is

my way of helping others; not only the

researchers, but also others who are

locked-in. lt makes me feel like l'm really

doing something to help those with

disabilities who are in a similar position

as me. Giving people with LIS the option

to use a BCI in their daily life can provide

so many benefits. lt has the potential to
give us a sense of control, the ability to

communicate independently, and a sense

of depth. The challenges of designing a

BCI system for people who are social and

intelligent are to make it user friendly,

reliable, just as easy and fast as other

AAC systems, and unobtrusive. That said,

BCI also can open new doors, which is

hard to do when you're locked-in.

Address correspondence to:

Glory Noethe
OHSU/CDRC

707 SW Gaines St.

Portland, Oregon 97239

(s03) 494-2743

noethe@ohsu.edu
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